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The Singular Cauchy Problem for Systems whose
Characteristic Roots are Non Uniform Multiple
By Gen NAKAMURA
Graduate School, Tokyo Metropolitan University
(Communicated by KSsaku YOSmA, M. #. A., March 12, 1977)

1. Introduction. In [3], applying the method of B. GranoffD. Ludwig [1], the author studied the singularities of the solutions o

the Cauchy problem for a certain system which has a pair of characteristic roots with non uniform multiplicities. It was Duhamel’s principle
which played a undamental role in [1] and [3]. The aim of this note
is to show that a thorough use of Duhamel’s principle enables us to generalize the result o [3] in case more than two characteristic roots are.
non uniform multiple. Since the calculations become more complicated
as the number of the characteristic roots with non uniform multiplicities
increases, we only treat the simplest case which three characteristic
roots are non uniform multiple. Therefore we must prepare another
proof when arbitrary number o characteristic roots are non uniform
multiple. However, one may easily conjecture the theorem concerning the general case rom this note.
2. Assumptions and result. Let (t, x)=(t, x,
x) C+ and
=(,"" ", n) be the covector at x-(x,..., x).
Consider the system"
(2.1)
.u=3u/3t + A,(t, x)u/x, + B(t, x)u= 0,
where A,, B are k k-matrices holomorphic in a neighborhood of the
origin. We impose a Cauchy data which has a pole on x=0 and denote this Cauchy problem by (CP).
Now we assume the following assumptions (I)(V).
0) the matrix
(I) For any (t,x) 0 and (1,0,
A,(t,
x) has k (counting multiplicities) eigenvalues 2(t, x; ) (1_ l_/c) and
the associated eigenvectors R(t, x;) (1 l_k) orm a complete set.
0), each set of eigenvalues
( II ) For any (t, x)0 and (1, 0,
k}, {2 2 4 < < k} is mutually distinct.
{2, 2 4 < < k}, {2 2 4
(III) T,R (1_</_3) are holomorphic in (t,x)O, (1, 0,..., 0).
(IV) The Poisson brackets {, 2} (1_ i ]_3) vanish or (t, x)0,
(1, 0,..., 0).
In order to.state the assumption (V), we define the phases F(t, x)
(l_<:i_k) and the multi-phases F(t, x; s) (1_i]<_3), F(t, x; sx,

...,

,

,

_
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s
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F(O,

x; VF),
x)=x
F=2(t, x; VF), F’(s, x, s)=F(s, x) (1i<]3),
F= (t, x; gF), F(s, x; s, s)= F(s, x; s).
Then the assumption (V) is as ollows.
( V ) F(0, 0, s) (1i]3), F(O, O, O, s)O. Additionally, let
o(t, x, s) be the discriminant of F(t, x, s, s), then (0, 0, s)0.
Now we define K (lgigk), K (lgi]g3), K by
K; F(t,x)=O (lik), K; (t, x)=0 (1i<]3),
F=2(t,

K A(t, x)=0,
where (t, x) (lgijg3), A(t, x) are the discriminants of F(t, x, sJ
In theBe Bitut1onB e hve the follon theorem.
Theorem. Under the assumptions (I)(V), there exists a neighborhood V of the origin such that the Cauchy problem (CP) has a unique
holomorphic solution u(t, x) on the simply connected covering space
over V-K. Moreover u(t, x)is given by

u(t, x)

{G(t, x) / [F(t, x)] q + H(t, x) log F(t, x)}
J0

+ H(t, x

s) log F(t, x s)}ds
{’(t, ; )/[F’(t,
+
+ H(t, ; ) log Na(t,
+ H(t, ),
here G,H (1NiNe), G,H (1Ni<]Ng), Ga,Ha,H
etio holomohie t the oigi ad q, q, qa
Remark. he assumption (V) is unnecessary o obtain he expression (.2). Under he assumption (V), i is easy o rove ha he
singularities of he solution (t, z) lie on K.
3. Outline of the proof. We only illustrate he eonsrueion
an asymptotic (a formal) solution, because its eonvergenee (hus is
exactness) can be roved by he mehod of majoran due o Y. HamadaJ. Leray-C. Wagsehal [] and ohers. oreover, for simplicity, we
only eonsrue an asymptotic solution eorresondin o he eharaeerisie roos 2 (1 8).
We seek the formal solution in he following form:
(t,
Z(F(t, lla}(t,
(2.2)

(.1)

,

= =o
+
+

.o

,

f((t, z; ))b(t
f((t, ;

, ))e(t,
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where {f()}]=_ are the wave forms which satisfy d/d f()-f_()
U_>0).

Set
(t, x sl)R(t, x F(t, x s))

b (t, x sl)

c(t, x; s, s)=

.

(t, x; s, s)R(t, x; gF(t, x; s, s)).

Substitute (3.1) into (2.1) and seek the conditions in order that
(3.1) will be a formal solution. Then we obtain the ollowing series
o recurrence relations. Namely, with the conventions a=0 .=0,

=

fl, A =F +
F, (1k3), we have
=0 or ] 0 and
(3.2) A a+ + (a) + fl(t, x y)R + fl(t, x y)R

’

+ M[fl_](t, x; y )=0
(/t +/s) +

for {k, l, m}= {1 2, 3}, l<m,

]

+ M[?_](z) 0,
+.,.
,_] + M[fl_] + M[_](z)
M[fl] + M [fl]
0
M[_](z)
or {,

’(3/3t + 3 / 3s + 3 / 3s)y. + M[y] +
(3.3)

.

(3/3t + 3 / 3s)y + M[y.] +

/t

k=23

+ M,, _] =0,
M[y]
=i,S

+M.[T_i] =0,

+ M[T] +

’

Mo[T] + MI,,,[T_] + M,[T_]
+M[T_] =0,
is taken over k, l, m e {1, 2, 3} such that k=l,

where the summation
reel or re=l, kl and y=yl=y=t, y=y=y=O, y=y=y
=y=y=y=O, y=Yli=y=y=y=y=t, z=(t, x s, t), z
=(t, x; s, s), z=(t, x 0, s). Moreover, M stands for holomorphic
linear partial differential operator of total order p with respect to the
variable A and its order with respect to the variables s, s are not
greater than one.
In deriving the above recurrence relations, we have used the ollowing ormulas
ij
s)=2(t,x; gFt(t,x; s))--2(t,x; FF)
F,(t,x;
(lgi]g3)
si,X; 8i, s) 2(t, x; FF(t, x; s, s)) 2(t, x FF )
Fr x s, s) 2(t, x; FF(t, x; s, s)) 23(t, x FF),
FJ(t, x t)=F(t, x), FJ(t, x O)=FJ(t, x)
F(t, x; s, t)=F(t, x; s), F(t, x; O, s)=F(t, x; s),
F(t, x; s, s)=F(t, x; s), LA"R
where {L; 1<1< k} is the dual basis o {R; 1
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Now, as usual, we can see that (1 <_/_<:3) are determined successively from (3.2). As for
(1 <_/ l<_ 3, m--/, 1), the location of
the initial manifolds are all non-characteristic to the differential
equations defining
(1_</ <_ 3, m-- k, l) if we seek the initial con(1_</ <_ 3, m--/, l) from (3.2). Similarly, we also see
ditions for
(1_</<_3) are determined successively from (3.3). Thus we
that
constructed
an asymptotic solution.
have

,
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